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ASC AWARD NOMINATION 
FOR DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY SERGE DESROSIERS  

 
Montreal, January 10th 2018 – Montreal-based Incendo, a Canadian leader in television 
production and distribution, is very proud to announce that its film SOMETIMES THE GOOD 
KILL has been recognized by the American Society of Cinematographers’ Awards (“ASC”). The 
work of director of photography Serge Desrosiers, CSC, has been nominated for Outstanding 
Achievement in Cinematography in the Motion Picture, Miniseries, or Pilot Made for 
Television category. Directed by Philippe Gagnon, SOMETIMES THE GOOD KILL was shot on 
location at the historic Oka Abbey in Quebec, Canada. Serge Desrosiers’ work is being 
acknowledged as the only motion picture in the category alongside four other notable 
productions: HBO’s The Deuce, National Geographic’s Genius, CBS’s Training Day and Netflix’s 
Mindhunter. 
 
The ASC Awards are attended each year by more than 1,500 guests including Society members, 
other top cinematographers, their crews and representatives from many industry-leading 
support companies worldwide. They are cinematography’s largest annual event and celebrate 
the finest works of the year and their exceptional practitioners. The winners will be revealed 
at the organization’s February 17th ceremony in Los Angeles. 
 
SOMETIMES THE GOOD KILL: After a mysterious death at the Abbey, Sister Talia finds herself 
caught in the center of the internal investigation. With strict orders from the newly elected 
Mother Superior, she must uncover the truth behind the death and ensure the Abbey remains 
undisturbed. Things take a sharp turn when another sister is found murdered and Sister Talia is 
forced to find the killer. As she discovers larger secrets plaguing the Abbey, Sister Talia must 
reconcile her past life in order to follow through with the task at hand. For Sister Talia, all that 
she knows about the Abbey and her Sisters is about to come into question, as she discovers 
sometimes the good kill.   
 
About Incendo  
Incendo is a Canadian company that specializes in the production and international distribution 
of high quality television programming for the worldwide marketplace. Since its inception in 
2001, the company has produced compelling movies, television series as well as documentaries 
that have been sold throughout the world. Through its joint venture with 20th Century Fox 
International Television (Fox/Incendo), Incendo is the leading television distribution company in 
Canada and also handles theatrical distribution in Québec for Paramount Pictures.  Based in 
Montreal, the company also has offices in Toronto and Los Angeles. For more information, 
including trailers and upcoming projects, please visit www.incendo.ca. 
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